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1 Summary

Spectral Toolkit of Algorithms for Graphs (STAG) is an open-source C++ and Python library providing severalmethods for working with graphs and performing graph-based data analysis. In this technical report, weprovide an update on the development of the STAG library. The report serves as a user’s guide for thenewly implemented algorithms, and gives implementation details and engineering choices made in thedevelopment of the library. The report is structured as follows:
• Section 2 describes the locality sensitive hashing, and themain components used in its construction.
• Section 3 describes the kernel density estimation, and the state-of-the-art algorithm for the kerneldensity estimation. The discussion is at a high level, and domain knowledge beyond basic algorithmsis not needed.
• Section 4 describes a fast spectral clustering algorithm, whose implementation is based on efficientkernel density estimation.
• Section 5 provides a user guide to the essential features of STAG which allow a user to apply kerneldensity estimation and fast spectral clustering.
• Section 6 includes experiments and demonstrations of the functionality of STAG 2.0.
• Section 7 discusses several technical details; these include our choice of implemented algorithms,the default setup of parameters, and other technical choices. We leave these details to the finalsection, as it’s not necessary for the reader to understand this when using STAG.

1.1 Implemented Algorithms

STAG 2.0 provides an implementation of the following algorithms:
Euclidean Locality Sensitive Hashing. Given a dataset X consisting of n data points x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rd,and a query point y ∈ Rd, the nearest neighbour search problem is to recover the points in X close to
y. This forms the basis of many data analysis algorithms, and many algorithms have been developed tofind approximate solutions. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is a tool that has been used as a building blockin many such approximate nearest neighbour algorithms [2, 4], as well as other applications [8, 10, 21].STAG 2.0 provides an efficient implementation of the Euclidean LSH scheme described by Datar et al. [13].
Kernel Density Estimation. Kernel density estimation (KDE) is an important problem with many applic-ations across machine learning and statistics. Given n data points x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rd and a query point
q ∈ Rd, the goal of kernel density estimation is to approximate the value of

1

n

n∑
i=1

k(q, xi),

where k : Rd × Rd → R is a kernel function. The kernel density estimate can be seen as an estimateof the underlying probability density function from which the data is drawn and has been used for manyapplications in data science [5, 16, 23, 29]. STAG 2.0 provides an implementation of the algorithm forkernel density estimation described by Charikar et al. [10], which is based on the Euclidean locality sensitivehashing primitive.
Fast Spectral Clustering. Kernel density estimation algorithms have been applied for fast constructions ofsimilarity graphs used for spectral clustering [23]. STAG 2.0 provides a fast implementation of this algorithmfor constructing similarity graphs and the spectral clustering algorithm. This implementation allows spec-tral clustering to be applied to very large datasets in which the problem was previously intractable.
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2 Locality Sensitive Hashing

Given data points x1, . . . , xn in a metric spaceM with distance function d : M ×M → R≥0, the goal oflocality sensitive hashing is to preprocess the data in the way such that, given a new query point y ∈ M ,an algorithm is able to quickly recover the data points close to y. Formally, a family F of hash functions
h : M → S is locality sensitive if there are values r ∈ R, c > 1, and p1 > p2, such that it holds for h drawnuniformly at random from F that

P[h(u) = h(v)] ≥ p1

when d(u, v) ≤ r, and
P[h(u) = h(v)] ≤ p2

when d(u, v) ≥ c·r. That is, the collision probability of close points is higher than that of far points. Severaltechniques for locality sensitive hashing have been proposed. Indyk and Motwani [19] introduce localitysensitive hashing and propose a hashing scheme based on bit-sampling of the data vectors. Broder [9]defines the MinHash algorithm for similarity search on documents, which can be seen as a locality sens-itive hashing scheme where the data are subsets of some discrete universe, such as in the bag-of-wordsmodel of documents. Charikar [12] presents a technique based on splitting Euclidean space with randomhyperplanes and gives a locality sensitive hashing scheme for the Euclidean space with the angular dis-tance. In the STAG library and this report, we focus on the locality sensitive hashing scheme described byDatar et al. [13] for the Euclidean metric space.
2.1 Random Projection

In this section we describe the basic hash functions used to build the Euclidean locality sensitive hashingscheme. For some vector a ∈ Rd and a scalar b ∈ [0, 4], let ha,b : Rd → Z be the function
ha,b(x) =

⌊⟨x, a⟩+ b

4

⌋
.

This corresponds to a projection of the vector x ∈ Rd onto a, followed by a discretisation into distinctbuckets with the floor function. The value of b determines the offset of the bucket boundaries. Figure 1aillustrates this function: the data is projected onto a discretised vector in order to determine the hashbucket for each point. By selecting a ∈ Rd from a standard n dimensional normal distribution N (0, I),and b from the uniform distribution U(0, 4), we obtain a family F of hash functions.

(a) Projection onto a random vector. (b) Projection onto two random vectors.
Figure 1: Demonstration of the basic unit of Euclidean LSH: projection onto a random vector. (a) Projectingonto a random vector, with discretisation into hash buckets. (b) Projecting onto multiple random vectorsfurther divides the space. Closer points are more likely to fall into the same hash bucket.
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Given two points x1, x2 ∈ Rd with c ≜ ∥x1 − x2∥, the probability of h(x1) = h(x2) for h drawnuniformly at random from the family F is shown to be
p(c) ≜ P [h(x1) = h(x2) | ∥x1 − x2∥ = c] =

∫ 4

0

1

c
f

(
t

c

)(
1− t

4

)
dt,

where f(·) is the probability density function of the absolute value of the normal distribution. Solving theintegral gives that
p(c) = − 1

2
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8
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)(
e

8
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)
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(
2
√
2

c

)
,

where erf(·) is the error function. This function is shown in Figure 2a. The STAG library provides an imple-mentation of this LSH function.
1 #include <stag/lsh.h>
2 ...
3 // Create an LSH function drawn at random from the hash family F.
4 StagInt dimension = 10;
5 stag:: LSHFunction func(dimension);
6
7 // Apply the function to some data point.
8 stag:: DataPoint p = stag:: DataPoint(dimension , &data);
9 StagInt bucket = func.apply(p);
10
11 // Compute the collision probability of two points at distance c.
12 StagReal c = 1.5;
13 StagReal p_c = stag:: LSHFunction :: collision_probability(c);
14 ...

2.2 Boosting the Probability

By applying multiple hash functions drawn from the familyF , we can achieve different collision probabilit-ies. Firstly, by applyingK hash functions independently drawn from F and taking the intersections of thehash buckets, we have that points collide only if they collide under all K projections. Thus, the collisionprobability becomes
p(c)K .

Then, by repeating the process L independent times, the probability of collision in at least one of the Literations is
1−

(
1− p(c)K

)L
.

By carefully selecting K and L, we can control the shape of the collision probability function. Figure 2bshows the collision probability whenK = 6 and L = 50. The E2LSH class in STAG implements a Euclideanlocality sensitive hash table for specified values ofK and L.
1 #include <stag/lsh.h>
2 ...
3 // Load a dataset from file.
4 DenseMat data_mat = stag:: load_matrix(filename);
5 std::vector <stag::DataPoint > data = stag:: matrix_to_datapoints(data_mat);
6
7 // Create a Euclidean locality -sensitive hash table.
8 StagInt K = 6;
9 StagInt L = 50;
10 stag::E2LSH hash_table(K, L, data);
11
12 // Find the data points in the same bucket as some query point.
13 stag:: DataPoint q(data_mat , 0);
14 std::vector <stag::DataPoint > close_points = hash_table.get_near_neighbors(q);
15
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(a) Collision probability p(c)
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(b) Collision probability forK = 6 and L = 50

Figure 2: The collision probability of two points under a hash function drawn uniformly at random fromthe hash familyF . Figure (a) shows the collision probability with respect to the distance between the two
input vectors u and v; Figure (b) shows the value of 1 −

(
1− p(c)K

)L, which is the collision probabilitywhen applyingK · L independent hash functions.
16 // Compute the collision probability of two points at distance c.
17 StagReal c = 1.5;
18 StagReal p_c = hash_table.collision_probability(c);
19 ...

3 Kernel Density Estimation

Given data points x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rd, the kernel density of a query point q ∈ Rd is defined as
K(q) ≜

1

n

n∑
i=1

k(∥q − xi∥),

where k : R → R is a kernel function satisfying that
• k(c) ∈ [0, 1],
• k(c) = k(−c), and
• k(x) ≤ k(y) if |x| > |y|.

Figure 3 shows the plots of three typical kernel functions defined as follows:
• the Gaussian kernel defined by k(x) = e−ax2 for some bandwidth parameter a,
• the exponential kernel defined by k(x) = e−a|x| for a bandwidth a, and
• the logistic kernel defined by k(x) = 4/(2 + ex + e−x).

We focus on the Gaussian kernel in the remainder part of the report. Given any dataset and an appropriatechoice of kernel, the kernel density is a measure of the density of the data around a particular query point.Figures 4 illustrates that one can see the density of the original data by computing the kernel density atevery point of the plane. This technique gives a non-parametric estimate of the probability density fromwhich the data is drawn [15].Designing efficient algorithms for computing kernel density estimates is an active area of research inboth theoretical and applied computer science [3, 10, 11, 20, 31]. For n data points andm query points in ddimensions, a naive computation of the kernel density requiresO(dmn) time. Another natural baseline isto take a random sample of the dataset and compute an estimate of the kernel density from the sample.
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Figure 3: Three kernel functions which can be used for kernel density estimation.

(a) True data distribution (b) Data sample (c) Kernel density estimate
Figure 4: Kernel density estimation provides an estimate of the probability distribution from which thedata is drawn. Figure (a) shows the underlying probability distribution; Figure (b) shows the generateddata points based on the probability distribution from (a); Figure (c) shows the empirical kernel densityestimate of this underlying distribution.
This approach gives a (1± ε)-approximation of the kernel density in time O (ε−2µ−1dm log(m)

), where
µ is a lower bound on the kernel density of any query point [10]. Thus, the most interesting regime forimproving the running time of kernel density estimation algorithms is when µ = O(1/n), as this is the re-gime in which random sampling does not improve over the naive baseline. In low dimensions, tree-basedmethods [16] and the celebrated fast Gauss transform [18, 34] perform very well, but suffer from the curseof dimensionality: their running time has exponential dependency on d. This has led to the development ofmethods based on locality sensitive hashing [10, 11] and nearest neighbour search [20]. Among these tech-niques, the CKNS algorithm described by Charikar et al. [10] is probably the most promising one: after thepreprocessing in Õ (ε−2µ−0.25dn

) time, the algorithm gives a (1± ε)-approximation of the kernel density
ofm query points in Õ

(
ε−2µ−0.25dm

) time, where Õ(·) hides poly-logarithmic factors of n. Thus, when
µ = Θ(1/n), this algorithm avoids the exponential dependency on d, and offers significant asymptoticspeed-up over the naive method and random sampling.
3.1 The CKNS Algorithm

In this section, we give a high-level description of the CKNS kernel density estimation algorithm, and referthe reader to [10] for the detailed discussion and analysis of the algorithm. The CKNS algorithm is based onthe common algorithmic pattern of importance sampling. Intuitively, when computing the kernel densityof some point q, the data points closer to q have more influence on the kernel density. As such, we wouldlike to select a random sample of the data points with the sampling probability depending on the distanceto the query point. To this end, for some query point q, we define the sets Li ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} such that itholds for all xj ∈ Li that
2−i ≤ k(∥q − xj∥) ≤ 2−i+1.

Notice that, for i < j, the points in Li are closer to q than the points in Lj . Hence, by sampling the pointsin Li with probability proportional to 2−i, we can obtain an estimate of the kernel density of q. To achieve
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L1 sampled w.p. 1
2 L2 sampled w.p. 1

4 L3 sampled w.p. 1
8

Figure 5: The CKNS algorithm first generates several samples of the data with probabilities
1/2, 1/4, . . . , 1/n. Then, for any query point q (indicated as the red point shown above), the data pointsin Li are recovered from the data sampled with probability 2−i.
this, the CKNS algorithm proceeds with the following steps, which are illustrated in Figure 5.

1. Create log n subsampled datasets, using sampling probabilities {2−i
}logn
i=1

.
2. For each subsampled dataset, create a locality sensitive hash table to recover points in Li for anyquery point.

Then, to estimate the kernel density of a given query point q, we use the locality sensitive hash table torecover the points in each level Li from the dataset sampled with probability 2−i, and the kernel densityestimate for q is
logn∑
i=1

∑
x∈Li

x sampled w.p. 2−i

2i · k(∥q − x∥).

A direct calculation shows that this gives an unbiased estimate for the kernel density of q. The algorithmis repeatedO(log n) times in order to return a more accurate estimate.
3.2 Kernel Density Estimation in STAG

STAG 2.0 provides an implementation of the CKNS KDE algorithm which is intended to be both efficientand easy to use.
1 #include <stag/kde.h>
2 ...
3 // Load a dataset from file.
4 DenseMat data_mat = stag:: load_matrix(filename);
5 std::vector <stag::DataPoint > data = stag:: matrix_to_datapoints(data_mat);
6
7 // Construct a KDE data structure.
8 StagReal a = 0.01;
9 stag:: CKNSGaussianKDE kde(data , a);
10
11 // Estimate the kernel density of some query point.
12 stag:: DataPoint q(data_mat , 0);
13 StagReal density = kde.query(q);
14 ...

4 Fast Spectral Clustering

For any set of points X ≜ {x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ Rd and parameter k ∈ N, the goal of spectral clustering is topartition the n points into k clusters such that similar points are grouped into the same cluster. Spectralclustering consists of the following three steps:
1. compute a similarity graphG of n vertices;
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2. compute the bottom k eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of G, and apply these eigenvectors toembed the vertices into Rk;
3. apply k-means on the embedded points, and use k-means’ output as the resulting clustering.

There are several methods for constructing a similarity graph in the first step [33]. One popular methodto construct a fully connected similarity graph G is to use a kernel function K : R → R in the followingway: every xi ∈ X corresponds to a vertex i inG, and any pair of vertices i and j is connected by an edgewith weight K(∥xi − xj∥). Other constructions of similarity graphs include k-nearest neighbour graphsand ε-neighbourhood graphs, and more information can be found in [27, 30, 33].
4.1 The MS Algorithm

One significant downside to the fully connected similarity graph is that the adjacency matrix is dense, andconstructing this graph requires Θ(n2) time and space complexity. To overcome this, Macgregor and Sunpresent an algorithm that constructs a similarity graph in Õ(TKDE(n)) time, where TKDE(n) is the timetaken to compute approximate kernel density estimates for every point in the data set. The constructedgraph is proven to have the same cluster structure as the fully connected one [23]; we call their algorithmtheMS algorithm. For low-dimensional data 1, the fast Gauss transform can be applied to compute the ker-nel density estimates inO(n) time, and Macgregor and Sun provide an implementation of their algorithmin this regime.To give a high level description of theMS algorithm, assume thatF = (VF , EF , wF ) is the fully connec-ted graph constructed fromX with the kernel functionK, and F has k well-defined clusters. It is knownthat, if one samples every edges e = (i, j) ∈ EF with probability proportional to
wF (i, j)

degF (i)
+

wF (i, j)

degF (j)
, (1)

where
degF (i) =

n∑
j=1

wF (i, j) =
n∑

j=1

K(∥xi − xj∥)

is the degree of i inF , then the resulting graphG has Õ(n) edges and the same cluster structure asF [32].Since degF (i) for every i is proportional to the kernel density at xi, the MS algorithm demonstrates that,by applying a KDE algorithm as a black-box, one can sample every edge (i, j)with approximately the sameprobability as (1). Based on this technique, theMS algorithmavoids the computation of all the edgeweightsin F , and achieves the total running time of Õ(TKDE).
4.2 Fast Spectral Clustering in STAG

STAG 2.0 includes an implementation of theMS algorithm [23] based on the fast KDE algorithm in Section 3.The implementation is very easy to use, and requires only the data matrix and the parameter a of theGaussian kernel.
1 #include <stag/cluster.h>
2 #include <stag/graph.h>
3 ...
4 // Load a dataset from file.
5 DenseMat data_mat = stag:: load_matrix(filename);
6 std::vector <stag::DataPoint > data = stag:: matrix_to_datapoints(data_mat);
7
8 // Construct an approximate similarity graph.
9 StagReal a = 0.01;
10 stag::Graph g = stag:: approximate_similarity_graph (&data , a);

1In theory, “low-dimensional” means that d = O(1). In practice, the fast Gauss transform can be applied when d ≤ 5.
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11
12 // Perform spectral clustering on the constructed graph.
13 StagInt k = 2;
14 std::vector <StagInt > labels = stag:: spectral_cluster (&g, k);
15 ...

5 User’s Guide

In this section, we include a detailed user’s guide for the new features added to STAG in this release. Forthe installation instructions and other guidance on using STAG, see our first technical report [24] and theonline documentation2. Although the examples in this section use C++, the same functionality is availablein STAG Python. Appendix A includes example code showing how to perform locality sensitive hashing,kernel density estimation, and spectral clustering with STAG Python.
5.1 Handling Data

All of the added functionality in this release is based on data sets in Rd. STAG 2.0 introduces the DenseMattype alias which is used to represent a dense matrix in Rn×d containing the n data points.
1 typedef Eigen::Matrix <double , Eigen::Dynamic , Eigen::Dynamic , Eigen::RowMajor >

DenseMat

STAG provides methods for reading and writing such data matrices to disk. If the data is stored in a spaceor comma separated file with one data point on each line, then the stag::load_matrixmethod can beused to read the file.
1 #include <stag/data.h>
2 ...
3 std:: string my_filename = "data.csv";
4 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename);
5 ...

Furthermore, the stag::save_matrixmethod can be used to save a DenseMat to disk.
1 ...
2 stag:: save_matrix(data , my_filename);
3 ...

Many methods in the STAG library take a single data point as an argument rather than the entire dataset.For this purpose, STAG 2.0 introduces the stag::DataPoint class, which is a wrapper around a pointerto the underlying data. The most common use case of the stag::DataPoint class is to point to a certainrow of a DenseMat.
1 #include <stag/data.h>
2 ...
3 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename)
4
5 // Create a data point referencing the 10th row of the data matrix.
6 stag:: DataPoint point(data , 10);
7 ...

A stag::DataPoint object can also be initialised using a C++ vector or by passing a pointer to the datadirectly.
5.2 Locality Sensitive Hashing

The lsh.hmodule provides the Euclidean locality sensitive hashing algorithm.
2https://staglibrary.io/
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The LSHFunction Class. The stag::LSHFunction class represents a single locality sensitive hash func-tion based on projection onto a random vector. The function is initialised with a single argument specifyingthe dimension of the data.
1 #include <stag/lsh.h>
2 ...
3 // Create an LSH function for 10- dimensional data.
4 stag:: LSHFunction f(10);
5 ...

The applymethod is used to compute the hashed value of a data point.
1 ...
2 // Create a data point referencing the 10th row of the data matrix.
3 stag:: DataPoint p(data , 10);
4
5 // Compute the hash value of p.
6 StagInt h = f.apply(p);
7 ...

The E2LSH Class. The stag::E2LSH class represents a hash table constructed by combining several hashfunctions. As described in Section 2.2, by combining hash functions with the parametersK and L, we cancontrol the collision probability of points hashed into the hash table. The stag::E2LSH class takesK and
L as arguments, along with a vector of stag:DataPoint objects to be stored in the table.

1 #include <stag/lsh.h>
2 #include <stag/data.h>
3 ...
4 // Load the data points.
5 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename)
6 std::vector <stag::DataPoint > points = stag:: matrix_to_datapoints (&data);
7
8 // Create the E2LSH hash table.
9 StagInt K = 6;
10 StagInt L = 50;
11 stag::E2LSH table(K, L, points);
12 ...

Once the hash table is constructed, the approximate near neighbours of a query point can be returnedwith the get_near_neighboursmethod.
1 ...
2 // Use the 10th row of the data matrix as the query point.
3 stag:: DataPoint q(data , 10);
4
5 // Return the data points with the same hash value as the query.
6 std::vector <stag::DataPoint > close_points = table.get_near_neighbours(q);
7 ...

5.3 Kernel Density Estimation

The kde.h module provides methods for KDE with Gaussian kernel, and stag::gaussian_kernel com-putes the Gaussian kernel value between two data points.
1 #include <stag/kde.h>
2 #include <stag/data.h>
3 ...
4 // Load some data.
5 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename);
6 stag:: DataPoint p1(data , 1);
7 stag:: DataPoint p2(data , 2);
8
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9 // Compute the Gaussian kernel similarity between the data points.
10 StagReal a = 1;
11 StagReal val = stag:: gaussian_kernel(a, p1 , p2);
12 ...

The ExactGaussianKDEClass. Thestag::ExactGaussianKDE class gives amethod to compute theGaus-sian kernel density exactly. The data structure is initialised by passing the parameter a of the Gaussiankernel and a DenseMat with the dataset.
1 #include <stag/kde.h>
2 #include <stag/data.h>
3 ...
4 // Load the dataset.
5 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename);
6
7 // Create the kernel density data structure.
8 StagReal a = 1;
9 stag:: ExactGaussianKDE kde(&data , a);
10 ...

The kernel density for a query point can then be computed with the querymethod.
1 ...
2 stag:: DataPoint q(data , 10);
3 StagReal kernel_density = kde.query(q);
4 ...

To query multiple points simultaneously, we can instead pass a DenseMat to the query method to obtainthe kernel density for every row of the matrix.
1 ...
2 std::vector <StagReal > kernel_densities = kde.query (&data);
3 ...

The time complexity of this method is O(dmn) wherem is the number of query points, n is the numberof data points, and d is the dimensionality of the data.
TheCKNSGaussianKDEClass. Thestag::CKNSGaussianKDE class provides kernel density estimateswiththe CKNS algorithm described in Section 3.1. There’re 3 methods to initialise a stag::CKNSGaussianKDEobject. The simplest method is to initialise with only a data matrix and the parameter a of the Gaussiankernel.

1 #include <stag/kde.h>
2 #include <stag/data.h>
3 ...
4 // Load the dataset.
5 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename);
6
7 // Create the KDE data structure.
8 StagReal a = 1;
9 stag:: CKNSGaussianKDE kde(&data , a);
10 ...

This method will choose sensible default parameters for the CKNS algorithm and give good kernel densityestimates. Formore control over the trade-off between time complexity and accuracy, the eps and min_muarguments can be used.
• The eps argument corresponds to the ε error parameter of the CKNS KDE data structure, which isdesigned to return estimates within a (1 ± ε)-factor of the exact kernel density. Recall that theinitialisation time complexity of the data structure is Õ(ε−2n1.25) and the query time complexity is
Õ(ε−2n0.25). The default value is 0.5.
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• The min_mu argument is an estimated minimum kernel density value of any query point. A smallernumber will give longer pre-processing and query time complexity. If a query point has a true kerneldensity smaller than this value, then the data structure may return an inaccurate estimate. Thedefault value is 1/n.
1 ...
2 // Create the KDE data structure.
3 StagReal eps = 0.5;
4 StagReal a = 1;
5 StagReal min_mu = 0.0001;
6 stag:: CKNSGaussianKDE kde(&data , a, eps , min_mu);
7 ...

For those familiar with the details of the CKNS algorithm, the final constructor allows fine-grained controlover the constants used by the data structure to control the accuracy and variance of the estimator.
• The K1 parameter specifies the number of independent copies of the data structure to create inparallel. This controls the variance of the estimates returned by the querymethod. It is usually settoO(ε−2 log(n)).
• The K2_constant parameter controls the number of hash functions used in the E2LSH hash tableswithin the data structure. A higher value will reduce the variance of the estimates at the cost ofhigher memory and time complexity. It is usually set toO(log(n)).
• The CKNS algorithm samples the data points with different sampling probabilities. Setting p_offsetto k ≥ 0 will further subsample the data by a factor of 1/2k. This will speed up the algorithm at thecost of some accuracy. It is usually set to 0.

1 ...
2 // Create the KDE data structure.
3 StagReal a = 1;
4 StagReal min_mu = 0.0001;
5 StagInt k1 = 10;
6 StagReal k2_constant = 5;
7 StagInt p_offset = 1;
8 stag:: CKNSGaussianKDE kde(&data , a, min_mu , k1 , k2_constant , p_offset);
9 ...

Once the CKNS data structure has been initialised, the kernel density estimate for any query point can becomputed with the querymethod.
1 ...
2 stag:: DataPoint q(data , 10);
3 StagReal kd_estimate = kde.query(q);
4 ...

To query multiple data points, it is more efficient to pass a DenseMat containing the query points as rows.
1 ...
2 std::vector <StagReal > kd_estimates = kde.query (&data);
3 ...

5.4 Spectral Clustering

STAG 2.0 introduces the new stag::approximate_similarity_graphmethod for constructing a simil-arity graph from data. The method uses the MS algorithm with the Gaussian kernel and the CKNS kerneldensity estimation structure. It requires only two arguments: the DenseMat containing the data, and theparameter a of the Gaussian kernel.
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1 #include <stag/cluster.h>
2 #include <stag/data.h>
3 #include <stag/graph.h>
4 ...
5 // Load the dataset.
6 DenseMat data = stag:: load_matrix(my_filename);
7
8 // Create the approximate similarity graph.
9 StagReal a = 1;
10 stag::Graph g = stag:: approximate_similarity_graph (&data , a);
11 ...

When the dataset has a clear cluster structure, this method is guaranteed to preserve the structure of thefully connected similarity graph, which can be constructed with the stag::similarity_graphmethod.Once the similarity graph is constructed, we can find the clusters using the stag::spectral_clustermethod.
1 ...
2 // Find 10 clusters in the graph.
3 StagInt k = 10;
4 std::vector <StagInt > labels = stag:: spectral_cluster (&g, k);
5 ...

6 Showcase Studies

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the kernel density estimation and spectral cluster-ing algorithms available with STAG through experiments on real-world and synthetic datasets. The kerneldensity estimation experiments are performed on a compute server with 64 AMD EPYC 7302 16-Core Pro-cessors and 500 Gb of RAM and the spectral clustering experiments are performed on a laptop with an11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11800H @ 2.30GHz processor and 32 GB RAM. The code used to produce allexperimental results is available at
https://github.com/staglibrary/kde-experiments.

6.1 Kernel Density Estimation

In this section, we compare the STAG implementation of the CKNS KDE algorithm [10] with the followingalternative methods for kernel density estimation.
• Naive: compute the exact kernel density by measuring the kernel similarity with every data point.
• Random sampling (rs): estimate the kernel density by sampling a uniformly random subset of thedata.
• DEANN [20]: importance sampling using an approximate nearest neighbour algorithm as a blackbox.
• Sklearn [28]: kernel density estimation with the ball-tree algorithm implemented in the sklearn ma-chine learning library.
We use the implementation of the naive, random sampling, and DEANN algorithms provided by Karppaet al. [20]. They provide two implementations of the random sampling, and DEANN algorithms: a basicimplementation, and a “permuted” implementation with improved memory efficiency which we refer toas “random sampling permuted” (rsp), and DEANNP.We evaluate the algorithms on the following datasets,whose sizes are reported in Table 1:
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Table 1: Values of n and d for thetested datasets
dataset n d

aloi 108,000 128covtype 581,012 54glove 1,193,514 100mnist 70,000 728msd 515,345 90shuttle 58,000 9

• aloi [17]: colour images of objects under a variety of lighting con-ditions.
• covtype [7]: numerical and categorical data about land use.
• glove [29]: word embedding vectors.
• mnist [22]: greyscale images of handwritten digits.
• msd [6]: numerical and categorical metadata of songs.
• shuttle [26]: numerical data from sensors on the space shuttle.

We follow the experimental setup established by Karppa et al. [20]. For each dataset, we select 10,000points uniformly at random to form the query set and perform a grid search over the parameter space ofeach algorithm to compute the kernel density estimates of the query points. For each set of parameters,we measure the average relative error defined by
1

m

m∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣µi − µ∗
i

µ∗
i

∣∣∣∣ ,
where m is the size of the query set, µi is the kernel density estimate of the ith query point, and µ∗

iis the true kernel density. In Table 2 we report the lowest query time in milliseconds of all parameterconfigurations which achieve a relative error below 0.1. Figure 6 further shows how the optimal runningtime varies for different relative errors. From these results, we observe that the STAG implementation isfaster than our tested algorithms for all datasets and relative errors.
Table 2: Minimum per-query time in milliseconds achieving a relative error less than 0.1

Algorithm
dataset stag DEANN DEANNP naive rs rsp sklearn
aloi 0.017 0.306 0.088 0.448 0.341 0.077 26.206covtype 0.019 0.934 0.325 3.124 0.958 0.141 158.877glove 0.001 0.030 0.006 7.019 0.027 0.013 304.694mnist 0.014 0.259 0.082 0.189 0.117 0.081 35.009msd 0.011 0.610 0.267 1.758 3.355 0.743 124.321shuttle 0.022 0.126 0.081 0.144 0.445 0.034 1.919

6.2 Spectral Clustering

In this section, we compare several spectral clustering implementations based on a variety of similaritygraph constructions.
• Sklearn FC: the fully connected similarity graph constructed with the sklearn Python library [28].
• Sklearn kNN: the k-nearest neighbour similarity graph constructed with the sklearn Python lib-rary [28].
• FAISS HNSW: an approximate k-nearest neighbour similarity graph constructed by the hierarchicalnavigable small worlds algorithm [25] from the FAISS library [14].
• FAISS IVF: an approximate k-nearest neighbours similarity graph constructing using the inverted filealgorithm from the FAISS library [14].
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Figure 6: Comparison of running time against relative error.

• MS: the similarity graph construction algorithm described in Section 4.1 based on kernel densityestimation with the fast Gauss transform [34].
• STAG: the similarity graph algorithm provided by STAG, which is based on theMS algorithm and usesthe CKNS algorithm [10] for kernel density estimation.
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We evaluate the algorithms on two synthetic datasets:
• moons: the two-moons dataset from the sklearn library. The data has two dimensions and consistsof two clusters which are not linearly separable.
• blobs: data is generated from a mixture of Gaussian distributions using the sklearn library. We fixthe number of clusters to be 10, and vary the number of dimensions and the number of data points.
The running time of the fast Gauss transform has exponential dependency on the dimension, and assuch we expect the MS algorithm [23] to perform well only in low dimensions. To compare the algorithms’performance in the low dimensional setting, we first follow the experimental setup of Macgregor andSun [23] on the two-dimensional two moons dataset. We vary the number of data points and report therunning time of each algorithm in Figure 7a. Secondly, we use the blobs dataset to study how the per-formance of each algorithm changes as the dimension of data points increases. We fix the number of datapoints to be 10,000 and vary the dimensionality of the data. The running time of each algorithm is shownin Figure 7b. From these results, we can see that in the two-dimensional case, the MS algorithm outper-forms STAG. On the other side, as the dimension of data points increases, the MS algorithm suffers fromexponential increase of its running time, while the running time of the other algorithms is not significantlyaffected.
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(a) Comparison on the two-dimensional moons dataset.
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(b) Comparison on the blobs dataset with 10,000 points.
Figure 7: Comparison of different clustering algorithms’ running time for low-dimensional data. For everyinput instance, all the algorithms perfectly return the ground truth clustering.

Finally, we evaluate the algorithms, excluding MS, on 100-dimensional data from the blobs datasetand report the running time in Figure 8. We can see that the STAG algorithm has good performance forhigh-dimensional data although the FAISS algorithms run faster when the number of data points is large.However, it is worth noting that the HNSW and IVF algorithms are based on heuristics for approximatenearest-neighbour search without formal theoretical guarantees. Moreover, the STAG algorithm is de-signed to approximate the fully-connected similarity graph rather than the k-nearest neighbour graph.Hence, among the compared algorithms, the STAG algorithm is the only one with good performance onboth low and high dimensional datasets, as well as offering theoretical guarantee on it performance.

7 Technical Considerations

In this section we discuss some of the technical choices made in the design and implementation of STAG.
Implementation of Euclidean LSH. The Euclidean LSH algorithm is implemented from scratch in STAG,although the existing C implementation by Andoni [1] is consulted for reference, and we are grateful to
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(a) Experimental results on smaller values of n
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Figure 8: Running time comparison of different clustering algorithms on 100-dimensional data from theblobs dataset. For every input instance, all the algorithms perfectly return the ground truth clustering.
Andoni and Indyk for making this implementation available. We choose to re-implement the algorithmin order to take advantage of some modern features of C++ including the std::vector data structure.Re-implementing Euclidean LSH also makes us easier to expose it in the STAG Python library.
Choice of b in Euclidean LSH implementation. In the STAG implementation of the Euclidean LSH function,we select the parameter b uniformly at random from the interval [0, 4]. The choice of 4 is arbitrary, andchoosing another constant will also work with a different corresponding collision probability function. Onthe use of the interval [0, 4], we follow the recommendation of Andoni [1].
Choice of implemented KDE algorithm. In recent years, several kernel density algorithms have been pro-posed [11, 10, 20, 31]. Of these, we choose to implement the CKNS algorithm [10] because it is a theoreticallygrounded algorithm which is also relatively simple. Furthermore, prior to the release of STAG 2.0 it lackeda publicly available implementation, and we hope that the release of this implementation could encouragefurther research into fast algorithms for kernel density estimation in high dimensions.
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A User Guide Examples using STAG Python

This section includes example code omitted from Section 5 demonstrating how to use STAG Python forlocality sensitive hashing, kernel density estimation, and spectral clustering. The online documentation3contains the full API description of the library.
A.1 Handling Data

The following example shows how to read and write data to a CSV file.
1 import stag.data
2
3 # Read data from disk
4 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
5
6 # Write data to disk
7 stag.data.save_matrix(data , "my_data.csv")

STAGPythonuses thestag.utility.DenseMat class to represent a datamatrix. Theto_numpy()methodconverts the object to a numpy matrix.
3https://staglibrary.io/docs/python/
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1 import numpy
2 import stag.data
3
4 # Read data from disk and convert to a numpy matrix
5 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
6 data_np = data.to_numpy ()

The following example shows how to create a DataPoint object representing one row of the data matrix.
1 import stag.data
2
3 # Create a data point referencing the 10th row of the data matrix
4 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
5 point = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 10)

A.2 Locality Sensitive Hashing

STAG Python includes the stag.lsh.LSHFunction and stag.lsh.E2LSH classes with the same function-ality as the C++ library. The following code creates and applies an LSH function.
1 import stag.data
2 import stag.lsh
3
4 # Create an LSH function for 10- dimensional data.
5 f = stag.lsh.LSHFunction (10)
6
7 # Apply the hash function to a data point
8 point = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 10)
9 h = f.apply(point)
10
11 # Compute the collision probability for points at distance c
12 c = 1
13 prob = stag.lsh.LSHFunction.collision_probability(c)

The following example creates a Euclidean LSH hash table for a dataset.
1 import stag.data
2 import stag.lsh
3
4 # Load the data from disk
5 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
6
7 # Create the Euclidean LSH table
8 K = 6
9 L = 50
10 dps = [stag.data.DataPoint(data , i) for i in range(data.rows())]
11 table = stag.lsh.E2LSH(K, L, dps)
12
13 # Find the data points close to a query point
14 q = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 10)
15 close_points = table.get_near_neighbours(q)

A.3 Kernel Density Estimation

STAGPython providesmethods for kernel density estimation in the stag.kdemodule. TheGaussian kernelsimilarity between two points is computed in the next example.
1 import stag.data
2 import stag.kde
3
4 # Load the data matrix
5 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
6 p1 = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 1)
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7 p2 = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 2)
8
9 # Compute the Gaussian kernel similarity between the points
10 a = 1
11 val = stag.kde.gaussian_kernel(a, p1 , p2)

The following example demonstrates the stag.kde.ExactGaussianKDE class.
1 import stag.data
2 import stag.kde
3
4 # Load the data matrix
5 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
6
7 # Create the kernel density data structure
8 a = 1
9 kde = stag.kde.ExactGaussianKDE(data , a)
10
11 # Compute the kernel density for a query point
12 q = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 10)
13 kernel_density = kde.query(q)
14
15 # Compute the kernel densities for many query points
16 kernel_densities = kde.query(data)

STAGPython also includes thestag.kde.CKNSGaussianKDE classwith the same constructors as describedin Section 5.3.
1 import stag.data
2 import stag.kde
3
4 # Load the dataset
5 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
6
7 # Create the CKNS data structure using the simple constructor
8 a = 1
9 kde = stag.kde.CKNSGaussianKDE(data , a)
10
11 # Specify the values of eps and min_mu
12 eps = 0.5
13 min_mu = 0.0001
14 kde = stag.kde.CKNSGaussianKDE(data , a, eps=eps , min_mu=min_mu)
15
16 # Fully specify the constants used within the data structure
17 k1 = 10
18 k2_constant = 5
19 p_offset = 1
20 kde = stag.kde.CKNSGaussianKDE(data , a, min_mu=min_mu , k1=k1, k2_constant=

k2_constant , sampling_offset=p_offset)

The kernel density estimate for a query point can be computed with the querymethod.
1 # Query a single data point
2 q = stag.data.DataPoint(data , 10)
3 kd_estimate = kde.query(q)
4
5 # Compute estimates for many data points
6 kd_estimates = kde.query(data)

A.4 Fast Spectral Clustering

The following example demonstrates how to construct an approximate similarity graph and perform spec-tral clustering with STAG Python.
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1 import stag.data
2 import stag.graph
3 import stag.cluster
4
5 # Load the dataset
6 data = stag.data.load_matrix("data.csv")
7
8 # Create the approximate similarity graph
9 a = 1
10 g = stag.cluster.approximate_similarity_graph(data , a)
11
12 # Find 10 clusters in the graph
13 k = 10
14 labels = stag.spectral_cluster(g, k)
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